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I will: - 

-   Keep my hands and feet to 

myself 

-   Encourage and support others 

-   Use an inside voice in buildings 

-   Be mindful of people around me 

-   Listen without judgement 

-   Follow school processes and rules 

-   Use school resources responsibly 

-   Care for others 

-   Care for the environment around 

me 

-   Value the opinions of others 

-   Share with others 

-   Accept others’ beliefs and    

differences 

-   Include and encourage others 

-   Conduct myself in a way that 

makes me proud 

-   Be responsible for my actions 

I will: 

- Look after all property 

- Be polite 

- Listen to the person 

speaking  

- Wait my turn 

- Be an active listener 

 

I will: 

- Include others in 

activities 

- Use kind words 

- Share space and 

equipment 

- Use play and sport 

equipment properly 

- Be polite to each other, 

teachers and visitors to 

our school 

- Use appropriate 

language 

- Listen carefully for the 

music to make sure I am 

back in class on time 

- Use the equipment 

safely and properly 

- Eat in the designated 

areas and use the 

appropriate bins for my 

rubbish 

I will: 

- Always ask and wait my 

turn when using Digital 

Technology tools 

- Treat the Digital 

Technology equipment 

with care 

- Communicate 

respectfully with others 

online 

- Follow legal age 

restrictions for social 

media and gaming 

 

 

 

I will:  

- Clean up after myself 

- Keep quiet and consider 

classrooms nearby 

- Respect others privacy 

- Only use the amount of soap or 

paper that I need 

- Dispose of waste appropriately 

- Flush the toilet and ensure it is 

left clean 

I will: 

- Wait my turn in the line 

- Order respectfully 

- Make sure all my rubbish 

goes in the bin 

- Handle the canteen tub 

safely and correctly 
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I will: 

- Tell the truth  

- Be fair and trustworthy 

- Own up to my actions 

- Do what I say I will do 

- Tell the truth even when I have 

made the wrong choice 

- Follow school rules without being 

reminded 

- Be sincere in my actions 

- Show resilience and bounce 

back from difficulties 

- Be fair and just towards others 

- Be responsible for my actions 

I will: 

- Own up to my actions 

- Do the right thing even if 

the teacher is not looking 

- Return borrowed items 

I will:  

- Follow rules in games 

- Work with others to solve 

problems, then seek 

teacher support when 

difficulties arise 

- Play fairly and have fun 

- Be responsible for my 

actions 

- Be honest if I have 

made a mistake 

- Play on the oval on my 

designated day  

I will:  

- Only post things that are 

constructive and 

positive 

- Share relevant 

information that helps 

with our learning 

- Report any faulty 

equipment to a teacher 

- Ensure I report unsafe 

online behaviour 

- Report incorrect use of 

social media and/or 

gaming 

 

I will:  

- Report any problems or silly 

behaviour to a teacher 

- Only use the toilets for their 

intended purpose 

- Try to use the toilets before 

school, at recess or at lunchtime 

rather than in learning time 

I will: 

- Tell the truth if an item is 

missing from my lunch 

order 
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I will:  

- Be mindful of others  

- Be friendly 

- Keep my hands and feet to 

myself  

- Accept people as they are 

- Take an interest in others 

- Have zero tolerance towards 

bullying 

- Speak to others in a caring way 

- Help people whenever I can 

- Support others to be the best 

they can be 

- Give others a voice and 

freedom to be heard 

I will:  

- Ask for permission before 

leaving the classroom 

- Use equipment 

appropriately 

- Move carefully around the 

room  

- Support others with their 

learning  

- Be welcoming, friendly 

and accepting of others 

- Show teamwork 

- Be fair 

- Cooperate with others  

 

I will:  

- Play safe games 

- Use equipment 

appropriately 

- Learn to solve problems 

- Trust my teachers to 

support me when 

required   

- Always stop, look, listen 

and think when crossing 

roads 

- Use zebra crossings and 

light crossings when 

walking across the road  

- Care for others 

 

 

I will:  

- Assist others when they 

require support 

- Treat others with 

kindness online 

I will: 

- Seek help from an adult if 

someone is upset or hurt in the 

toilets 

- Wait with your toilet partner and 

return to the classroom together 

 

I will:  

- Use my manners and say 

please and thank you 

- Assist others if they are 

having trouble 
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I will: 

- Lead by example 

- Report problems to a teacher 

- Arrive at school on time 

- Leave school promptly 

- Strive for my personal best 

- Learn from my mistakes 

- Work well independently 

- Work well as a team member 

- Be organised and persistent  

- Accept challenges and never 

give up 

- Encourage and support others to 

succeed 

- Be thoughtful and curious 

learners 

- Tell an adult if something is 

unsafe  

I will:  

- Look after my belongings 

- Keep the classroom neat 

and tidy 

- Be organized 

- Listen carefully and work 

cooperatively 

- Use my time appropriately 

- Try my best 

 

I will: 

- Care for equipment and 

the environment 

- Follow rules in games 

- Take turns  

- Set a good example to 

my peers and the wider 

school community 

- Look after the gardens 

and animals 

- Always put rubbish in 

the bin before I go 

outside 

- Play in designated play 

areas, not in gardens 

- Keep to foot paths 

 

I will: 

- Use iPads and laptops 

for the learning that is 

needed 

- Use technology 

responsibly 

I will:  

- Use toilets appropriately 

- Flush toilet and wash my hands 

I will:  

- Ensure my lunch order is 

filled out correctly and the 

right money is enclosed 

 

 

 


